
 
 

 

 

 

 

“The St. Louis Miracle!” 

Three months ago I learned that my chemotherapy treatment was failing. While it was effective for 

managing my tumor and keeping cancer from advancing in my bones the cancer was forging new 

ground on my lymph nodes. I was in shock. My chemo treatments were stopped immediately which put 

me into a tailspin. With nothing to stop the onslaught of my cancer a subdued rash that began 

developing on my leg started breaking out. For four months we had been treating the rash like a fungal 

outbreak. Now the rash was red and erupting. A biopsy revealed that this was not a fungal rash: it was in 

fact a rare cancerous manifestation on the skin!  

My doctor encouraged me with the hope of starting a newly approved FDA treatment for prostrate 

cancer. That new treatment, known by the generic name Pluvicto, specifically targets the DNA of cancer 

cells throughout the body. Just what I needed as my cancer was spreading. The major hurdle, however, 

was to get on the list of patients to be treated. There is a great demand for the treatment and while the 

FDA had approved it earlier this year there are only two factories in the world producing the treatments. 

KU was not scheduled to offer the treatment until later this year. My medical team reached out to other 

medical offices. Dallas was suggested and then unexpectedly, we heard that Washington University in 

St. Louis was also granted treatment status.  

My doctor set up a consultation for us with their lead oncologist but warned me about getting my 

expectations up about getting the treatment soon. In spite of the challenges we made the decision to go 

to St. Louis to have a consultation with the oncology department at Barnes Jewish Hospital. My new 

doctor was fascinated with my case but expressed doubts that I could get treatments within two months.  

We returned to Kansas City discouraged, I was not sure I had two months in me. The next day, however, 

we got an unexpected call. It was from the head nursing assistant we met in a day earlier in our visit to 

St. Louis. “Mr. Flanery,” she inquired, “Can you come to St. Louis on 

Thursday for treatment?” 

“Treatment for what?” I asked. 

“For a Pluvicto treatment.” She said. 

I could hardly believe my ears. A patient scheduled to begin treatments on 

Thursday had unexpectantly cancelled which left the entire treatment 

available to be assigned to a new patient. The doctors in St. Louis saw my 

desire to fight my disease and offered me the chance to fight on. I was definitely starting behind the 
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eight ball with the rare outbreak of cancer on my leg and my infected lymph nodes, but I felt like God 

was giving me another chance.  

On September 17, Gloria drove me to St. Louis for the first Pluvicto treatment. Within three days I saw 

an immediate change in my swelling and my rash began drying up. This was just the first of six 

treatments so please continue praying for me. The success rate with Pluvicto eradicating cancer 

symptoms completely is about 30%. Because my cancer is rated as an aggressive stage 4 and it has 

metastasized that means we are merely pushing back the cancers affects. We still need a miracle from 

God to completely eradicate this deadly disease. Seeing God’s hand move on our behalf raises my hope 

for a greater miracle which only God can grant. We serve a great God. Our desire to continue our 

mission to the Latinos lives on. Thanks for your prayers and for standing with us.               

Fighting Together: Go Fund Me 
A number of friends have been asking about our financial situation with the unexpected trips to St. 

Louis. To be honest our medical and healthcare funds are getting low and the unexpected travel and new 

challenges are putting a financial strain on us. Once again, we are reaching out to friends like you to 

stand with us in our ongoing battle against this disease. We are putting our current goal of $15,000 as 

the amount needed to get us through our treatments in St. Louis and beyond. Please share this need with 

friends who you might think be interested. Here is the link for my Go Fund Me campaign: 

https://gofund.me/544022b1 

Thanks for standing with me.  

 

The Mission Goes On! 
Despite my current health challenges our mission to the Latinos in Kansas City goes on. Our church has 

added a few families, our English classes fill up with more and more people from Central America, I 

continue to preach every Sunday, I mentor Latin pastor and leaders weekly online, I am translating a 

leadership program into Spanish and we ran a condensed soccer camp for underserved children in July.   
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